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Constant Contact Data Reveals Direct Correlation
between Email Campaign Effectiveness and
Number of Images and Text Lines Featured
Analysis of over 2.1 million small business emails also finds differences between industries

WALTHAM, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--What makes a small business customer click on
a link when reading an email has been revealed. The latest research from Constant
Contact®, Inc. (NASDAQ: CTCT) uncovers the ideal number of images and lines of
texts small businesses should include in email marketing campaigns to optimize
click-through rates. Compiled from the analysis of over 2.1 million Constant Contact
customer emails sent to more than 100 recipients over the course of 13 weeks, the
research finds that—with some industry-specific exceptions—emails with three or
fewer images and approximately 20 lines of text result in the highest click-through
rates from email subscribers.

“Click-through rates are perhaps the truest measurement of the quality of an email’s content and its
effectiveness as a marketing tool,” said Christopher M. Litster, senior vice president, sales and marketing at
Constant Contact. “Regardless of industry or customer base, click-through rates convey how often you are able
to get your email subscribers to go where you want them to go and complete your call-to-action. This new
research is a big step forward in helping small businesses craft email content that will result in even more
successful campaigns going forward.”

Industry Deviations

Considering that many nonprofits have email subscribers who are volunteers or active members, nonprofits
generally enjoy higher click-through rates from their email subscribers, many of whom also exhibit a preference
for more text and images:

• Association click-through rates don’t drop off as quickly as other industries, with click-through rates
remaining consistent between 20 and 30 lines of text.

• Membership organizations have an even broader range; click-through rates for those organizations are
consistently high for those using between 15 and 30 lines of text.

• Religious organizations saw little fluctuation in click-through rates based on the number of images.

This stands in contrast to the for-profit sector, where consumer expectations of different types of small
businesses impact optimal click-through rates. For example:

• Business product and services companies see the highest click-through rates in emails with between 13
and 16 images, presumably because email subscribers expect to see visuals of the products being
offered by the company.

• Restaurants and salons/spas can afford to test more images of menu items/services in their email
campaigns: both industries have peak click-through rates in emails with 15 images.

• Office supply companies are best served in keeping the text of emails concise, as click-through rates
peak at 15 lines of text.

• With listings a focal point of their email marketing campaigns, real estate agents and services see the
highest click-through rates at around 35 lines of text.

• Retail businesses have a very small window in terms of the number of lines of text that drive optimal
click-through rates. Click-through rates improve over 50 percent between emails with 17 lines of text
and 19 lines of text. Click-through rates then drop by 50 percent among emails between 19 lines of text
and 21 lines of text.

“These findings further validate our ‘less-is-more’ hypothesis when it comes to crafting online marketing
campaigns,” said Litster. “In today’s mobile-dominated society, consumers want content to be straightforward,
concise, and easily readable on all screens. While small businesses in some industries can afford to test more
images and lines of texts, and others less, generally by sticking to three images or less and about 20 lines of
text, they can craft their email campaigns in confidence, knowing that they are optimizing click-through rates.”
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About Constant Contact

Constant Contact helps small businesses do more business. We have been revolutionizing the success formula
for small businesses, nonprofits, and associations since 1998, and today work with more than 600,000
customers worldwide. The company offers the only all-in-one online marketing platform that helps small
businesses drive repeat business and find new customers. It features multi-channel marketing campaigns
(newsletters/announcements, offers/promotions, online listings, events/registration, and feedback) combined
with shared content, contacts, and reporting; free award-winning coaching and product support; and
integrations with critical business tools – all from a single login. The company’s extensive network of educators,
consultants/resellers, technology providers, franchises, and national associations offer further support to help
small organizations succeed and grow. Through its Innovation Loft, Constant Contact is fueling the next
generation of small business technology.

Constant Contact and the Constant Contact Logo are registered trademarks of Constant Contact, Inc. All
Constant Contact product names and other brand names mentioned herein are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Constant Contact, Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks or service
marks of their respective owners.
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